2001 SCHOOL SPECIAL

$5.99 + TAX
1 MEDIUM/ONE TOPPING PIZZA
(Carry-out only)

968-8272

Limited Time Offer

2X Tuesday

GET 2 FOR THE PRICE OF 1
ON TUESDAY*

*2nd Pizza of equal or lesser value free

968-8272 Exp. 6/15/01 + TAX

Limited Time Offer

EXTRA LARGE DEAL

$9.99 + TAX
ONE EXTRA LARGE PIZZA / ONE TOPPING

968-8272

Limited Time Offer

Free Delivery!

968-8272

(NEW YORK)

Open Sun-Thur 11 am - 1 am
Fri-Sat 11 am - 3 pm

955 Embarcadero Del Mar
Rent any three movies for $6

Now offering 3-DAY RENTALS on all Catalogue Titles!

find out more at...

www.emeraldvideo.net

$1.00 OFF any rental

Extra Crossword Puzzle

ACROSS
1 Cell
5 Dresser compartment
11 "Rhoda" production co.
14 Chopped down
15 Experience, again, as emotions
16 Retirement
17 Don ho hit
19 Veto, slangily
20 Zigzag skiing
21 In the mail
22 Spanish cooking vessel
23 Egyptian cobra, eg.
25 Disabled, as a bomb
27 Spanish cooking vessel
31 OPEC export
33 Basketball coup
34 Injure seriously
35 Word on a coin
37 Vivien or Janet
40 Division word
41 "Presumed Innocent" author Scott
43 "3 - cork
44 Aquarium fish
46 Origin of "Pissake"
47 Editor's "let it stand"

DOWN
1 Makes love
2 Botanical angle
3 TV's "Warrior Princess"
4 Country poet
5 Expels in disgrace
6 Johnny
7 Ecclesiastical vestments
8 Enticed
9 Smoothed out
10 Relaxing
11 They don't reach the knees
12 Very short time
13 Reached one's limit, with "out"
18 Fancy neckwear
21 Calendar girl
22 The Beatles' capital
24 Monitor and "Mullet"
25 "Kiss Me, ---"
26 Restlessness
27 Forget to include
28 The Beatles' "Penny---"
29 Razorback's capital
30 Lacking ethical standards
32 Enticed
36 Mushroom type
38 Thousands, in slang
39 "Get out"
42 Smart aleck
43 Monet and Manet
45 Monet and Manet
52 Traffic mess
53 Fiddle of radio
54 Selling and able partner?
56 Bat wood
57 Point-of-sale equipment co.
58 Makes mad
59 Meager, as pickings
60 Invite on a date
61 "Kiss Me, ---"
62 Getting --- years
63 Unattractive fruit?
64 Elevated, as a golf ball
65 In the past
66 Nickel-clime stuff
67 Flower garland
69 More organized
70 Linoleum unit
71 Albanian currency
72 Get in the way of
73 "National Velvet" author Bagnold
74 Dollar
75 "Reservoir Dogs" item
76 "Extra" author Scott
77 "The Great Gatsby"
78 "Wuthering Heights"
79 "The Fly"
80 "Snow White"
81 "The Godfather"
82 "The Godfather"
83 "The Godfather"
84 "The Godfather"
85 "The Godfather"
86 "The Godfather"
87 "The Godfather"
88 "The Godfather"
89 "The Godfather"
90 "The Godfather"
91 "The Godfather"
92 "The Godfather"
93 "The Godfather"
94 "The Godfather"
95 "The Godfather"
96 "The Godfather"
97 "The Godfather"
98 "The Godfather"
99 "The Godfather"
100 "The Godfather"
101 "The Godfather"
$10 Off Any Purchase of $50.00 or more
Expires 6/15/01
Limit one coupon per customer

Free T-Shirt With any Purchase
Expires 6/15/01
Limit one coupon per customer

THREE NIGHTS: GLOW BOWLING
Cool Music Hits!
EXCITING LIGHTING!
Black Lights... Plus Fog!
Tues. & Wed. — 9 pm-Midnight
Sundays — 8 pm-Midnight

LET'S PARTY!
ROCK N' BOWL
THURSDAY NIGHTS
JOIN KTYD'S BRAD LILLEY AS HE ROCKS THE LANES
• Best Party In Town
• $8 ALL YOU CAN BOWL
• PRIZES
• GREATEST MUSIC
• Drink Specials

METRO ENTERTAINMENT
Comics, Games, Collectibles & more...

BRUCE CAMPBELL FREE AUTOGRAPH
(with purchase of book)
Saturday, June 16
12 Noon
Metro Entertainment
6 W. Anapamu
Santa Barbara
963-2168

Remember . . .
Use Your Nexus Coupons Before They Expire!
$12.00 OFF
Xenadrine
Please Present Coupon for Discount
STOP BY AND SEE US AT #141 UNIT E5 STATE ST.
IN THE EL MERCADO PLAZA - STATE ST. EXIT
AND HEAD STRAIGHT IN.

TOLL FREE
(800) 776-1629
683-5654

25% OFF
ANY
RETAIL PURCHASE
Limit 1. For other discount offers, see coupons.
Expires 6/7/01
563-4626

HAIRCUTS
$19
Includes Shampoo & Conditioning
Please mention coupon when scheduling appointment.
New customers only with coupon. Long hair extra.
Expires 6/7/01
Eric Zahn's
Highlights Hair Salon
140 W. Alamar • Corner of De La Vina & Alamar

TINT, SHAMPOO and CONDITIONING
$39
Please mention coupon when scheduling appointment.
New customers only with coupon. Long hair extra.
Expires 6/7/01

HIGHLIGHT OR PERM, SHAMPOO & CONDITIONING
$49
Please mention coupon when scheduling appointment.
New customers only with coupon. Long hair extra.
Expires 6/7/01

Highlights Hair Salon
Specializing In:
• Highlights • Perms • Tints •
• Haircuts
Featuring:
Redkin • Ian • Abba
Phytologie • Goldwell • Tarax
Biotik • Back to Basics • Sebastian
• and Brushes
563-4626
160 W. Alamar • Corner of De La Vina & Alamar

$3.00 off
Extra Large, Large or Medium Pizza
with one or more toppings
928 Embarcadero Del Norte 968-6969
not valid with other offers or specials
Expires 6/7/01
Garva Valuable Coupon

$2.00 off
Extra Large, Large or Medium Pizza
with one or more toppings
928 Embarcadero Del Norte 968-6969
not valid with other offers or specials
Expires 6/7/01
Garva Valuable Coupon

only $17
2 Extra Large one topping Pizzas
928 Embarcadero Del Norte 968-6969
not valid with other offers or specials
Expires 6/7/01
Garva Valuable Coupon

only $9.99
LARGE
2 topping Pizza
928 Embarcadero Del Norte 968-6969
not valid with other offers or specials
Expires 6/7/01
Garva Valuable Coupon

Lunch Special
2 SLICES
SALAD AND
ALL-U-CAN-DRAWN SODA
11 am to 5 pm

only $4.63
Hot Quality, Cool Price!
We use Fresh Baked Whole Wheat and White Dough and
pile on the Freshest Toppings to Create the Ultimate Pizza Pie!

Extra Large, Medium, Small Pizza
11am-1am 11am-2am
928 Embarcadero Del Norte
968-6969

Nutritional Supplement Outlet Store

Supplement Direct
Save 30%-80% Everyday on your Favorite Brands

Highlights Hair Salon
563-4626
160 W. Alamar • Corner of De La Vina & Alamar

Northwest's Pizza is made the old fashion way!

Ask about our Great Daily Specials!